
Big brick.
Bigger advantages.

Big savings.
When smaller brick just doesn’t stack up.

MODULAR VIKING SAXON DOUBLE TITAN TITAN 

6.75 4.50 3.38 1.13 2.25

550 415 395 125 300

82 92 117 115 133

Units/ft.2

ft.2/man-day

Units/man-day

Brick labor comparison chart*

The chart below lays out the difference in large brick and suggests the

significant savings you can expect when you use it. On average, a 

mason who can complete 82 square feet of brickwork with modular

units (3-5/8" x 2-1/4" x 7-5/8") in a day should be able to install 

133 square feet in the same time 

with Glen-Gery Titan brick 

(3-5/8" x 3-5/8" x 15 5/8").

That’s 61 percent more

square feet of brick in the

wall and results in a shorter

time on the job with 

substantially reduced labor

costs. Remember, the larger the

job, the greater the potential savings.

This striking brick construction at a community

college facility in Ohio represents the kinds of

impressive projects that can be carried out

with manageable labor costs using Glen-Gery’s

large, durable brick.

Contact us today to discover how large size brick from Glen-Gery can 

help you realize the full design potential of your next project. Large brick

will provide critical advantages in time and money savings. Our experts 

are available to show you how. Contact a Glen-Gery distributor or visit our

website glengerybrick.com for more information.

Big difference.

Select Glen-Gery.

Red Cliff (S12) Saxon

Dolomite Grey (S181) Saxon

FRONT COVER: 
Red Cliff (S12) Saxon

Contact us for more information on the advantages and cost savings of
building with our structural brick units.

*Data based on long, straight walls with no openings.
Can vary based on skill and productivity of mason(s).

Due to printing limitations, color and texture may vary from actual product. Final selection should always be based on an actual product sample. 
For more information, contact your Glen-Gery representative.
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Big features. 
Wherever brick is used for large structures and long runs, big 

brick makes sense. By building with large sizes from Glen-Gery,

America’s foremost brick manufacturer, building owners reduce

their material and labor costs—while still enjoying all the 

advantages of strength, permanence, beauty and design potential

that classic brick has to offer.

Builders and building owners in many major construction categories 

such as education, healthcare, retail, government and financial 

institutions—maximize their construction dollars by using large size brick

from Glen-Gery. Brick in our upsized Viking, Saxon, Titan, Titan Plus,

Double Titan and Double Titan Plus products deliver all the lasting grace

of smaller size brick, while offering the utmost in design flexibility and

budget control.

The big idea is simplicity 

itself—when larger brick sizes

are selected, it takes less time

and fewer bricks with less 

mortar to complete a structure.

As such, labor costs for masonry

with large brick can be substantially

reduced. The cost of the brick is actually

less than that of the accessories—mortar, grout, rebar, 

flashing, caulk, insulation, sealants, cleaning compounds, wire and 

joint reinforcement.

Larger brick 
means versatility and
economy.

To meet the specific demands of virtually any construction project, Glen-Gery 

offers large brick in six sizes that deliver permanent construction performance and

important project savings.

Strong, enduring and 

great-looking, versatile

large-sized brick is the 

ideal material selection 

to create a wide range of

architectural details. 

Installations like these suggest

the practically limitless building

and design possibilities that

can be achieved with

Glen-Gery’s larger size brick.

SAXON Iberia /Hanley
W 3-1/2" or 3-5/8"
H 2-1/4"
L 15-5/8" 

TITAN Iberia /Hanley
W 3-1/2" or 3-5/8"
H 3-5/8"  
L 15-5/8" 

DOUBLE TITAN Iberia /Hanley
W 3-1/2" or 3-5/8"
H 7-5/8" 
L 15-5/8" 

TITAN PLUS* Iberia
W 7-1/2" 
H 3-5/8"
L 15-5/8" 

3.38 B/sq. ft. 

2.25 B/sq. ft.

1.13 B/sq. ft.

2.25 B/sq. ft.

For more details visit www.glengery.com

VIKING Iberia /Hanley
W 3-1/2" or 3-5/8"
H 1-5/8"
L 15-5/8" 

DOUBLE TITAN PLUS* Iberia
W 7-1/2" 
H 7-5/8"
L 15-5/8" 

1.13 B/sq. ft. 

*Structural units

4.50 B/sq. ft. 

In addition, Glen-Gery’s large brick offers important advantages:

Full aesthetic appeal of modular brick, with the same ability to

match existing architectural context.

Genuine, real clay, non-fading brick products.

The same durable color and physical wearing properties of any 

size brick.

Availability in a wide range of colors and textures.

Multiple green building benefits that can contribute to  LEED 

certification.

Big benefits.

Large brick sizes.

Adrian Saxon

Adrian Saxon, Woodbury Saxon

Ravenna Titan (with false mortar joint)

Dolomite Grey (S181) Saxon
Red Cliff (S12) Saxon
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Big difference.

Select Glen-Gery.

Red Cliff (S12) Saxon

Dolomite Grey (S181) Saxon

FRONT COVER: 
Red Cliff (S12) Saxon

Contact us for more information on the advantages and cost savings of
building with our structural brick units.

*Data based on long, straight walls with no openings.
Can vary based on skill and productivity of mason(s).

Due to printing limitations, color and texture may vary from actual product. Final selection should always be based on an actual product sample. 
For more information, contact your Glen-Gery representative.
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